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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is -for any ideal a of a commutative noetherian ring A - to introduce 
and study a functor =T,(X, Y) of two complexes X and Y of A-modules. If X = A (the ring 
A considered as a complex concentrated in degree zero), then [,(X, Y) = &,(Y), the usual 
section functor with support in V(a) introduced by Grothendieck. When X = M and Y = N are 
A-modules then it turns out that the cohomology module Hi&(X, Y)) is naturally isomorphic 
to the generalized local cohomology module H:(M, N), which was introduced by J. Herzog. 
Furthermore, it turns out that the functor &(-, A) is isomorphic to the duality functor D,(-) 
introduced by Hartshorne when A is a regular ring. 
Introduction 
Section 1 contains the notation, including the definitions and results that we use in 
this paper. 
In Section 2 we define the functor _Ta(X, Y) and investigate its basic properties. We 
find upper and lower bounds for the non-vanishing of the cohomology of the complex 
=T,(X, Y), and we prove exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the correspond- 
ing cohomology functors. 
In Section 3 we prove that H’(_T,(M, N)) is isomorphic to Herzog’s generalized 
local cohomology functor Hi(M, N), cf. [S], when M is a f.g. A-module and N arbit- 
rary A-module. We use this to prove that Hi(M, N) = 0 for i > pd M + dim M @ N, 
which improves a result by Suzuki in [12]. When also N is f.g. and pd M < co, then 
there is an inequality dim N I pd M + dim M @I N. This is a consequence of the new 
intersection theorem proved by Roberts [8,9], see also [ll]. In Remark 3.8 we prove 
that dim N I dim Ejom(M, N) I pd M + dim M 0 N. (Here dim EJom(M, N) is the 
dimension of the complex IJom(M, N) and this will be defined later.) 
In Section 4 we study the functor &(-, A). We prove that it is isomorphic to 
Hartshorne’s duality functor D,(-), and we prove some results about cofinite com- 
plexes. Hartshorne showed that if M is a f.g. A-module where A is a complete regular 
local ring, then Hi(M) is a-cofinite when a is a non-zero principal ideal. We extend 
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this to general rings provided the A-module M has finite projective dimension or the 
ring A is Gorenstein (together with a result for certain complexes). 
Throughout this paper all rings considered will be commutative and noetherian 
and will have non-zero identity elements. The notion A will always denote such a ring. 
We write “f.g.” for “finitely generated’. 
1. Notations 
This section is devoted to a presentation of the theory of complexes of modules 
which the remaining sections depend heavily upon. A complex X of modules over 
a ring A is a sequence of A-homomorphisms 
xc . . ..xi-lsxi -c+ x’+l+ . . . 
such that aid’-’ = 0 for i~iZ. (Note that we only use superscripts and that all 
differentials have degree 1.) The notation %? denotes the category of complexes and all 
morphisms between them; thus we write X E 92. 
The cohomology functors from complexes of A-modules to graded A-modules is as 
usual denoted by H(-). A complex of A-modules X is said to be homologicaly trivial if 
H(X) = 0. 
We say a complex X is bounded above (respectively, bounded below, bounded) if 
there is ntz Z such that Xi = 0 for i > n (respectively, i < ~1, Ii\ > n) and we write 
X E %- (respectively, X E %“, X E Vb). Furthermore, we set 
s(X) = sup{i~Z 1 H’(X) # 0} and 
i(X) = inf{iEZlH’(X) #O>. 
(Thus, s(X) = - cc and i(X) = cc if X is homologically trivial.) 
Once and for all we identify any module M with a complex of A-modules, which has 
M in degree zero and is trivial elsewhere. 
The full subcategory of complexes with finitely generated cohomology modules is 
denoted %?rg, and we write %?G for Vt n %Tfg, and likewise for %?ri and %?k. 
If X and Y are complexes of A-modules, then Hom(X, Y) denotes the complex of 
A-modules with 
Hom(X, Y)” = fl Hom(X’, Yi+n) and 
ieZ 
an((cLi)i,z) = (ai+nKi _ (- l)i+la’+ldi)iEk 
for (ai)iEzEHom(X, Y)” and FEZ. 
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If X and Y are complexes of A-modules then X @ Y denotes the complex of 
A-modules with 
(X@ Y)n= u Xi@ Yfl-i and 
is72 
dn((Xi @ Ynei)ieH = (d’(X’) @ y”-’ + (-l)‘X’@ d”-i(yn~i))i~Z 
for (x’@~“-‘)~,~E(X@ Y)“and n~z. 
A homology isomorphism is a morphism c( : X + Y such that H(E) is an isomor- 
phism; homology isomorphisms are marked by the sign N, while z is used for 
isomorphisms. The equivalence relation generated by the homology isomorphisms is 
also denoted by N. 
For (X, Y) EC x %? the equivalence class under ‘v of Hom(P, Y) for any PET 
(bounded above complexes of projective modules) with P N X is denoted by 
Hom(X, Y). Similarly if (X, Y) E % x %?’ then Hom(X, Y) denotes the equivalence class 
of Hom(X, I) when Y rr Z E 9+ (bounded below complexes of injective modules). These 
two notations coincide when (X, Y)EC x %” and in this case Hom(P, I) represents 
Hom(X, Y). Moreover, IJom(X, Y) does not depend on the choice of P or I. 
When X E C, then the complex FE 9- (respectively, P E 9- or L E 2f-) is said to 
be a flat (respectively, projective or Eg. free) resolution of X, if there exists a homology 
isomorphism F + X (respectively, P + X or L -+ X). Here Ft- denotes the set of 
bounded above complexes of flat modules, and 8 denotes the set of bounded above 
complexes of f.g. free modules. 
When X E %?‘, then the complex Z E 9+ is said to be an injective resolution of X, if 
there exists a homology isomorphism X -+ 1. 
As in [7] for XE%?, the complex Z,(X) is introduced by 
Z,(X)‘= {XEX’I a”x = 0 for some IZ > 0) and 
a;(x) = a:, Ir,(x)> the restriction, for 1 E Z. 
Furthermore, if X E V+ then _T,(X) denotes the equivalence class of Z”(Z) whenever 
Z is an injective resolution of X. 
We denote X @ Y for the equivalence class of F @ Y whenever XEC, 
X N FEF- and YE%?. 
The support of XE%? is the set 
SuppX = {PESpecAlX, * 0} 
( 
= U SUPP(Z0X)) 
ICL 
Let (A, m, k) be a local ring and XE%?+. Then we define 
For 
depth, X = i(I-Jom(k, X)). 
X E %- we define dimension of X by 
dim, X = sup (dim A/p + s(X,)), 
1) 
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where the supremum is taken over all p E Spec A. (Recall that s(X,) = - co if 
P E SUPP X.) 
The projective dimension of X E gb is defined by 
pdX = - sup inf (11 P’ # 01, 
P 
where the supremum is taken over all projective resolutions P of X. 
Now we write some results of [7] that we use in this paper. 
Lemma 1.1 [7, 3.131. Let XE%- and YE%‘+ both be non-trivial and write s = s(X) 
and i = i(Y). Then 
i(Hom(X, Y)) 2 - s + i 
and 
Ext-S+i(X, Y) r Hom(H”(X), H’(Y)). 0 
Lemma 1.2 [7, 3.151. If Xe%Tfg and YE%‘+ and s is a multiplicative system in A then 
S’(IJom(X, Y)) = Homs~lA(S-‘X, S’Y). 0 
Proposition 1.3 [7, 3.181. If I is a minimal injective resolution of XE%?‘, then for all 
1 E 27 the module I’ decomposes into the direct sum of indecomposable as follows 
1’ g u E(A/p)(p’(P, x)). 
p!ESptXA 
Here, for any module E and any cardinal number p, the direct sum of p copies of E is 
denoted by EC”). 0 
Proposition 1.4 [7, 5.21. For X,Ye%‘- and Z EV’ there is an identity 
Hom(X, IJom(Y, Z)) = Hom(X Q Y, Z). 0 
Proposition 1.5 [7,5.6]. For XE%& and Y,Z ~55’~ there is an identity 
X @ Hom( Y, Z) = Hom@om(X, Y), Z), 
provided either X has a bounded projective resolution or Z has a bounded injective 
resolution. Cl 
Lemma 1.6 [7,6.5]. For XE$?& and YE%?’ there is an identity 
depthIJom(X, Y) = depth Y - s(X). 0 
Proposition 1.7 [7, 6.71. For X l %?ri and YE%?+ there is an identity 
i@om(X, Y)) = i;f (depthAp Y, - s(X,)), 
where the infimum is taken over all prime ideals p. 0 
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Proposition 1.8 [7,6.12]. For XEC there is an identity 
dim X = sup (dimA H’(X) + 1). 0 
ICziz 
Proposition 1.9 [7,7.7]. Zf X E %‘+ and if the ideal a can be generated by n elements, 
then 
s(=T,(X)) 5 s(X) + n. 0 
Theorem 1.10 [7,7.8]. Z~XEV~ then 
s(=T,(X)) I dim X. 0 
Proposition 1.11 [7, 7.101. ZfXeV+ then 
i(Hom(Ala, X)) = i(=T,(X)). 0 
Lemma 1.12 [7,7.14]. IfXe%?’ has SuppX c P’(a) then 
The reader is referred to [6], [7] and [l] for details concerning the homological 
theory of complexes of modules. 
2. Generalized section functors 
Definition 2.1. Let XEW and YE%?’ and let a be an ideal of A. Then we define 
=T,(X, Y) = =T,(Hom(X, Y)). 
Remark. If X = A then &,(X, Y) = =T,(Y), the usual section functor with support in 
V(a), cf. [3,7]. 
Lemma 2.2. Zf L is an fg. free resolution of X E Sfi and Z is an injective resolution of 
YE%?‘, then the complex Z,(Hom(L, I)) re p resents the equivalence class ca(X, Y). 
Proof. Since L = 9, (bounded above complexes of f.g. free modules) and Z E y+, the 
complex Hom(L, I) belongs to 9’ and represents Hom(X, Y). Hence Z,(Hom(L, I)) 
represents ZJHom(X, Y)) = &(X, Y). 0 
Proposition 2.3. Zf X E %T&, then 
5(X, Y) = Hom(X, G(Y)). 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2 Z,(Hom(L, I)) represents La(X, Y) and it is easy to establish the 
isomorphism Z,(Hom(L, I)) N Hom(L, Z,(Z)). Since Z,,(Z) E 4’ represents &(Y) we 
have that Z,(Hom(L, I)) represents both =T,(X, Y) and kJom(X, =T,(Y)). 0 
Lemma 2.4. Zf X E gfi, Y ~‘8’ and Supp X n Supp Y G V(a), then 
=T,(X, Y) = @m(X, Y). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 fJom,(X, Y), = EJomA,(X,, Yp) for all p E spec A. Hence 
Supp Hom(X, Y) G Supp X n Supp Y c V(a). 
Let Z be a minimal injective resolution of Hom(X, Y). Then 
Supp I’ G Supp IJom(X, Y) C_ V(a), 
therefore Z = Z,(Z) (by Lemma 1.12). Thus =T,(@om(X, Y)) is represented by I, and the 
desired equality has been established. 0 - 
Theorem 2.5. Let a be an ideal of A generated by n elements and X EW-, YE%?+ with 
pdX < co. Then 
s(_T,(X, Y)) I pd X + s(Y) + n. 
Proof. 
s(_T,(X, Y)) = s(=T,(+m(X, Y))) 
I s(Hom(X, Y)) + n (by Proposition 1.9) 
<pdX+s(Y)+n (by [7, 6.481). Cl 
Theorem 2.6. Let XE%‘~~ and YE%“. Then 
i&(X, Y)) 2 - s(X) + i(Y). 
Proof. Always 
i(=T,(Z)) 2 i(Z) (by Proposition 1.11 and Lemma 1.1) 
and also 
i(LJom(X, Y)) 2 - s(X) + i(Y) (by Lemma 1.1) 
Therefore, 
i&(X, Y)) = i(=T,@om(X, Y))) 2 i@om(X, Y)) 2 - s(X) + i(Y). 0 
Theorem 2.7. Let X E %?& and YE%?‘, and let (A, m) be a local ring. Then 
i&(X, Y)) = depth Y - s(X). 
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Proof. 
i(&dX, Y)) = G@om(X, VI) 
= depth EJom(X, Y) 
= depth Y - s(X) (by Lemma 1.6) 0 
Theorem 2.8. Let M be anLg. A-module and YE%?‘. Then 
i(=T,(M, Y)) = @om(MlaM, Y)). 
Proof. 
i(=T,W, VI = i(=T,(Hom(M, Y)) 
= i@omWa, @NM, VI) (by Proposition 1.11) 
= inf {depthAp IJomA(M, Y), ) p E V(a)} (by Proposition 1.7) 
= inf {depthAp HomA,(Mp, I$) I p E V(a)} (by Lemma 1.2) 
= inf {depth,” I$ - s(Mp) 1 p E V(a)} (by Lemma 1.6) 
= inf (depthAp Y, 1 p E V(a) n Supp M} 
= inf {depthAp q 1 p E Supp(M/aM)} 
= i@om(M/aM, Y)) (by Proposition 1.7). 
Lemma 2.9. Let X •97~; and YE%‘. Then 
=r, + b(x> y) = _T,(_Tb(x> y)). 
Proof. Let I be an injective resolution of EJom(X, Y). Then 
=r, + b(x, y) = r, + b(l) = T,(rb(I)) 
= &(rb(I)) (since rb(z)Ey+) 
= =r,([b(x> y)). 17 
Lemma 2.10. Zf X E gcg and YE %‘+ and Supp X n Supp Y G V(b), then 
=r, + b(x, y) = =r,(x, y). 
Proof. 
=r, + b(x> y) = &Y&(X, y) (by Lemma 2.9) 
= _T,(Hom(X, Y)) (by Lemma 2.4) 
= =r,(X, Y). 0 
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Theorem 2.11. If X E%?~, YE%?, and a, b are ideals of A, then there is an exact triple 
(=r, + b(x, y), =T,(x> y) @ cbb(x, y), =r, n b(X> y)). 
That is, there exists a short exact sequence of complexes 
o-+Z’+Z+z”+o, 
such that Z’, Z, and Z” represent & + b(X, Y), &(X, Y) @ rb(X, Y), and &,b(X, Y), 
respectively. 
Proof. For any module M there are natural homomorphisms cp: Z, + b(M)+ 
T,(M)@&(M) and $: T,(M) 0 &(M) + T,,b(M) such that $cp = 0. The proof of 
Theorem 1.11 is carried out by proving that the induced sequence over complexes 
0 -+ Z, + t,(Z) --f T,(Z) @ Zb(Z) -+ r, n b(I) --f 0 is exact whenever I is minimal injective 
resolution of $Iom(X, Y). By Proposition 1.3 we have I’ N u, E(A/JJ)(~‘(~’ !@(X, ‘))) 
for all 1. Thus it suffices to prove the sequence 
(*) 0 + Zti + #(A/P)) -+ G(E(A/p)) 0 fi(E(A/p)) -+ GA @(A/P)) --) 0 
is exact for all p E Spec A. The proof of this is divided into four cases. 
Case 1: p E P’(a) n V(b). Then p E V’(a + b) and p E V(a n 6). Thus 
=r, + @(A/P)) = E(AIp)> &WA/p)) = E(AIp)> 
=r,(E(A/p)) = WA/p), _r,,,(E(A/u)) = WA/p) 
and ( * ) becomes 
0 ---) WA/p) ---f WA/u) 0 E(AIp) + E(AIp) -+ 0 
which is an exact sequence. 
Case 2: p E I’(a)\ V(b). Then p $ V’(a + b) and p E V(a n 6). Thus 
=r, + b(E(A/p)) = 0, W(AIp)) = E(AIp)> 
&@(A/&‘)) = 0, _r, n b(E(A/p)) = E(AIn) 
and (a) becomes 
which is an exact sequence. 
Case 3. p E I’(b)\ V(a). Analogous to Case 2. 
Case 4: p $ V(a) u V(b). Therefore all of the terms are zero, so that the sequence is 
exact. 0 
Remark 2.12. When M and N are A-modules the notion Hi(M, N) was introduced by 
Herzog in [S] and studied further by Suzuki [12] and Bijan-Zadeh [2]. It is shown in 
the next section that our notation agrees with Herzog’s. 
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Definition 2.13. Let X E %7- and YE %?’ and a be an ideal of A. Then for each i E N we 
define 
Hi(X, Y) = H’(&(X, Y)). 
Corollary 2.14. If X E Wpp and YE Vb and a, b are ideals of A, then there is a long exact 
sequence 
. . . + ffd,b(X> Y) + ff: + b(X> Y) --) f&X, Y) 0 f&(X, Y) 
+ I&(X, Y)+ &T&X, Y)+ ... 
Proof. By Theorem 2.11 and Definition 2.13. 0 
3. Generalized local cohomology 
Let M and N be A-modules, and let a an ideal of A. Then the generalized local 
cohomology module Hi(M, N) was introduced by Herzog in [S] by defining 
H;(M, N) = 1$-r, Ext’(M/a”M, N). 
Lemma 3.1. If M is an$g. A-module and I is an injective resolution of YEV+, then the 
complex T,(Hom(M, I)) represents the equivalence class _T,(M, Y). 
Proof. 
= 1% Hom(A/a”, Hom(M, I)) z 15 Hom(A/a” @ M, I) 
n n 
g 1% Hom(M, Hom(A/a”, I)) g Horn M, 1% Hom(A/a”, I) 
n n 
z Hom(M, r,(Z)), 
which represents Hom(M, _Ta( Y)) since T,(I) E 9’ represents &(Y). Now apply Prop- 
osition 2.3. 0 
Proposition 3.2. If M is an $g. module and YE V’, then 
H’(_r,(M, Y)) g 1% Ext’(M/a”M, Y). 
n 
Proof. Let ZEN+ be an injective resolution of Y. 
l&-r Ext’(M/a”M, Y) 
II 
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= 15 H’(Hom(M/a”M, I)) z Hi 15 Hom(M/a”M, I) 
II n 
= H’(&(M, Y)) (by Lemma 3.1). 0 
Definition 3.3 [S]. If M, N are A-modules and a is an ideal of A, then 
HA(M, N) = 15 Ext’(M/a”M, N). 
n 
Now we are ready to prove the theorem that is useful for studying generalized local 
cohomology. 
Theorem 3.4. Zf M be an jg. A-module and N be an A-module. Then 
H:(M, N) z H’(&&tf, N)). 
Proof. In Proposition 3.2 write Y = N. q 
Remark 3.5. If M is an Eg. A-module and N is an arbitrary A-module, then by 
Proposition 2.3 
=T,(M, N) = Hom(M, _T,(N)). 
Therefore 
H’(=T,(M, N)) 2 H’(Hom(M, =T,(N))), 
hence 
&(M, N) = H’(Hom(M, &(N))), 
but we do not have always Hi(M, N) = Hom(lM, Hi(N)). See the example below. 
Example 3.6. Let (A, m, k) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring with dim A = 1 such that 
A is not Gorenstein. Then we have 
Hd(k, A) = l$ Ext’(k/mk”, A) 
n 




#O, for i 2 1, 
= 0, otherwise. 
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In particular Hi(k, A) # 0. On the other hand 
Hom(k, Hi(A)) = Hom(k, 0) = 0. 
Now we want to find upper bound for Hi(M, N). Note that s(&(M, N)) I 
dimHom(M, N) by Theorem 1.10 and [6, 3.71. 
The next result is a sharpening of [12,3.1]. 
Theorem 3.7. Let M be a non-zerojg. A-module such that pd M < co, and let N be an 
f.g. A-module with dim N < 03. Then 
dim Hom(M, N) I pd M + dim(M @ N). 
In particular, 
s(&(M, N)) I pd M + dim(M 0 N). 
Proof. dimHom(M, N) = dimExt’(M, N) + 1 for some 1 (by Proposition 1.8). Here 
1 5 pd M and dim Ext’(M, N) I dim(M @ N) (the latter because Supp Ext’(M, N) 
s (Supp M) n (Supp N) = Supp(M 0 N)). q 
Remark 3.8. A consequence of the New Intersection Theorem from [9] is the 
dimension inequality: dim N I pd M + dim(M @ N), cf. [Ill, 8.4.41. Actually the fol- 
lowing inequalities hold: dim N < dim Hom(M, N) 5 pd M + dim M @ N whenever 
M and N is as in Theorem 3.7. (The right-hand inequality is Theorem 3.7. To prove 
the left-hand inequality let M * = Hom(M, A). Then dim N I pd M * + 
dim(M* 0 N) = 0 + dim(Hom(M, N)) (by [S]).) Thus we have found an element 
between the left- and the right-hand side of the dimension inequality. 
In particular, if we replace N by A then we have 
(*) dim A < dim Hom(M, A) I pd M + dim M. 
We know that grade M + dim M I dim A and by the intersection theorem 
dim A I pd M + dim M, so if M is a perfect module then dim A = pd M + 
dim M = grade M + dim M. Therefore by ( *) 
dim A = dim Hom(M, A) = pd M + dim M. 
We recall the standard measure of non-CohenMacaulayness, namely its Co- 
henMacaulay defect cmdR M = dim, M - depthR M (Grothendieck calls cmd, M 
the co-depth of M and denotes it by coprof, M [3].) Roberts has shown in [S] and [9], 
that cmd A I cmd M. 
We know that depth Hom(M, A) = depth A (by Lemma 1.6) and depth A = 
pd M + depth M, thus by ( *) 
cmd A 5 cmd Hom(M, A) I cmd M. 
If M is perfect then cmd A = cmd Hom(M, A) = cmd M. 
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Corollary 3.9. Let M be an Jg. A-module with pd M < CD and N A-module such that 
supp M n supp N s V(a). Then 
Hi(M, N) = 0 for all i > pd M. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 3.4. Cl 
4. Cofiniteness 
In this section we want to study cofinite complexes which have been defined by 
Hartshorne in [4]. When A is regular he sets D,(-) = Hom(-, &(A)), so by Proposi- 
tion 2.3 we have D,(-) = &-, A). Let a be an ideal of A, Hartshorne defined 
a complex X E $7 to be a-cofinite complex if there exist a complex YE%‘~~ such that 
X = D,(Y). Also Hartshorne defined a module N to be a a-cofinite if the support of 
N is contained in V(a) and Extk(R/a, N) is f.g. for all i. Hartshorne showed that if M is 
an f.g. A-module, where A is a complete regular local ring, then Hi(M) is a-cofinite 
when a is a non-zero principal ideal. 
We extend it to a certain class of complexes, namely the class of reflexive complexes. 
Each Eg. module of finite projective dimension is reflexive as a complex and if A is 
Gorenstein then any complex in %?Fp is reflexive (by Proposition 1.5). 
Definition 4.1. The complex X E C9: is said to be a reflexive complex if and only if 
s(Hom(X, A)) < co and X represents = 
Hom(Hom(X, A), A). 
Definition 4.2. Let M be a non-zero f.g. A-module. Then we say G-dim M = 0 if and 
only if 
(i) Ext’(M, A) = 0 for i > 0, 
(ii) Ext’(Hom(M, A), A) = 0 for i > 0, 
(iii) M E Hom(Hom(M, A), A). 
We say G-dim M I n if and only if there exist an exact sequence 
O+G,+G,_l-+... +G1+G,,+M+O 
such that G-dim Gi = 0 for all 0 I i I n. 
If there does not exist such an exact sequence then G-dim M = 00. Finally, we set 
G-dim0 = - co. 
H.-B. Foxby has proved that G-dim M < 00 if and only if M is a reflexive complex, 
but this result is still unpublished. 
Although the proof of the next result is exactly the same as Hartshorne’s example in 
[4], it might be helpful to note it. 
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Proposition 4.3. If X E WFP is a rejexive complex, then J,(X) is an a-cojinite complex for 
all ideals a of A. 
Proof. 
=T,(X) = =T,@m@om(X, A), A)) 
= _T,(+m(X, A), A) 
= D,(Ijom(X, A)) (by Definition 4.1) _ 
and Ijom(X, A)E%~~. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let XE%?+ be a complex of A-modules. If X is a-cojinite then 
(i) SuppH’(X) G V(a)for each i, 
(ii) Extj(A/a, X) is antg. A-module for each j. 
Proof. (i) Since X is a-cofinite there exist YE%?~~ such that X = D,(Y), that is, 
X = &(Y, A). Thus H’(X) = H’(=T,(Y, A)), and we know that 
SUPP &( Y, A 1 E V(a). 
Therefore 
u SuppH’(X) G V(a), 
hence 
SuppH’(X) z V(a) for all i. 
(ii) 
Extj(A/a, X) z Extj(A/a, &( Y, A)) 
g Extj(A/a, IJom( Y, =T,(A))) (by Proposition 2.3) 
= Hj@om(Ala, fiom(Y, &(A))) 
= Hj@om(Ala 0 Y, &,(A))) 
z Hj(!jom(Y, Hom(Ala, J,(A)))) 
z Hj@om( Y, &(Ala, A))) (by Proposition 2.3) 
g Hj(IJom( Y, Ijom(A/a, A))) (by Lemma 2.4). 
Therefore Extj(A/a, X) is f.g., since Ejom(Ala, A) E Kg and hence 
Hom(Y, gom(Ala, A))E~~,. q 
Lemma 4.5. If M is an a-cojinite module, then the following hold. 
(i) Ext>(L, M) is f.g. for all i E N,, and all jig. A-modules L with ann L 13 a. 
(ii) M is an a”-cojinite module for all nE N. 
(iii) Zf a E ,,/%, then M is a b-cojinite module. 
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Proof. (i) We use induction on i. Since ann L 2 a we know that L is Eg. as an 
A/a-module. Thus there exists an exact sequence 
(A/a)” + L -+ 0 
with PIE N. Therefore the sequence 
0 -+ Hom(L, M) + Hom(A/a, M)” 
is exact, thus Hom(L, M) is an f.g. module. 
We suppose that Ext”(K, M) is f.g. for all f.g. A-modules K with ann K 2 a (and we 
want to prove that Ext”+ ‘(L, M) is f.g.). There is an exact sequence 
such that F is an Eg. free A/a-module. Note that ann K 2 a. There is a long exact sequence 
. ..+Ext.(K,M)+Ext;+‘(L,M)+Ext;+‘(F,M)+’.. 
By assumption Ext;(K, M) is f.g. Since F is an f.g. free A/a-module and M is a-cofinite, 
we have that Exti+‘(F, M) is f.g. Therefore Exti+‘(L, M) is f.g. 
(ii) We prove this by an induction on n. For n = 0 we have nothing to prove. Let us 
assume M is an a”-cofinite module (and we must prove that M is an a”+ ‘-cofinite 
module). 
We know that an/a ‘+ ’ is an f.g. A-module and ann(a"/a"+ I) 2 a. Thus by (i), 
Exti(a”/a”+’ , M) is f.g. for all i E N,, . The sequence 
0 -+ an/a”’ 1 ct A/a”+ ’ -f% A/a" + 0 
is exact. Thus we have a long exact sequence 
... + Exti(A/a”, M) + Exti(A/a”+‘, M) --t Ext>(a”/a”+l, M) --) .... 
By assumption Ext>(A/a”, M) is f.g. for all i. Thus Exti(A/a”+‘, M) is Eg. for all i, that 
is, M is a”+‘-cofinite module. 
(iii) Since a G $ there exist n E No such that a” G 6. We know that by (ii) M is an 
a”-cofinite module and ann A/b 2 a”. Thus by (i) Ext>(A/b, M) is f.g. for all ie N, 
hence M is a b-cofinite module. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let a and b be ideals of A such that V(a) = V(b). Then M is an a-cofinite 
module if and only if M is a b-cojinite module. 0 
Lemma 4.7. Let a and b be ideals of A such that V(a) = V(b). Then X is an a-cojinite 
complex if and only if X is a b-cojinite complex. 
Proof. Since V(a) = V(b), we have 6 = fi. Therefore for all module M there are 
equalities 
r,(M) = r&(M) = r$(M) = G(M). 
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Therefore for each complex 2 there is an equality =T,(Z) = Lb(Z). Since X is an 
a-cofinite complex, there exist Ycgfg such that X = r,( Y, A). Therefore = 
X = @om(Y, A)) = [bbc&)m(y3 A)) = cbb(y, A). 
Thus X is a b-cofinite complex. 0 
Theorem 4.8. Let a non-zero ideal a of A and t E A be such that V(a) = V(t). If X E %+ is 
an a-cojiniinite complex, then H’(X) is an a-cojinite module for all i. 
Proof. Since V(a) = V(t) and X is an a-cofinite complex by Lemma 4.7, X is a 
(t)-cofinite complex. Therefore, by exactly the same proof as the proof of [4, 6.21 
H’(X) is (t)-cofinite module for all i, thus by Corollary 4.6 H’(X) is an a-cofinite 
module for all i. I7 
Corollary 4.9. Let a non-zero ideal a of A and t E A be such that V(a) = V(t). Zf X E %?$ 
rejexive, then Hi(X) is an a-cojinite module for all i. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3 &(X) is an a-cofinite complex. Thus by Theorem 4.8 Hi(X) 
is an a-cofinite module for all i. Cl 
Corollary 4.10. Let M be anfg. A-module, and assume that either pd M < CC or A is 
a Gorenstein ring. Further, let a be an ideal of A such that V(a) = V(t) for some t E A. 
Then H:(M) is a-cojinite for all ic NO. 0 
Lemma 4.11. Let X E 92; have pd X < co, and let YEW& be a rejexive complex. The 
following then hold. 
(i) Ijom(X, Y) is a reflexive complex. 
(ii) X @ Y is a reflexive complex. 
Proof. (i) We know that 
Ijom(IJom(X, Y), A) = X 0 EJom( Y, A) (by Proposition 1.5). 
Therefore s(Ijom(Ijom(X, Y), A)) I pd X + s@om( Y, A)) < co, and 
Hom@om(Hom(X, Y), A), A) = Hom(X @ &m(Y, A), A) 
= Hom(X, Eom(@m(Y, A), , A)) 
= IJom(X, Y). 
(ii) We know that 
@m(X @ I’, A) % &Iom(X, Ijom( Y, A)) (by Proposition 1.4). 
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Therefore s(Hom(X @ Y, A)) 5 pdX + s(Hom( Y, A)) < co, and 
Hom(Hom(X 0 Y, A) = Hom@om(X, +m(Y, A)), A) 
= X 0 Hom(Hom(Y, A), A) 
=XQY. 0 
Theorem 4.12. Let X E %?Fg with pd X < cc and YE%‘;~ be a rejexive complex. Then 
La(X, Y) is an a-cofinite complex for all ideal a of A. 
Proof. We have l;l(X, Y) = &(Hom(X, Y)) and by Lemma 4.7 we know that 
Hom(X, Y) is a reflexive complex so that by Proposition 4.3 JJom(X, Y) is a- 
cofinite. 0 
Corollary 4.13. Let X E%‘& have pd X < co, let YE%?& be a rejexive complex, and let 
a non-zero ideal a of A and t E A be such that V(a) = V(t). Then Hi(X, Y) is an a-cofinite 
module for all i. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.8. 0 
Theorem 4.14. Let XE%? be an a-cofinite complex, and let YE%?&. If either pd Y < cc 
or A is Gorenstein, then X @I Y is an a-cofinite complex. 
Proof. Since X is an a-cofinite complex there exists Z E GCfg such that X = LJZ, A). 
X 0 Y = =T,(Z A) 0 Y = =T,(Hom(Z A)) @ Y 
= &(+m(Z A) 0 Y) (by Ck 6.41) 
= _T,(IJom(IJom( Y, Z), A) (by Proposition 1.5) 
= _T,(Hom(Y, Z), A). 0 
Theorem 4.15. Zf X E %‘$ and if YeVb is an a-cofinite complex. Then Hom(X, Y) is an 
a-cofinite complex. 
Proof. Since Y is an a-cofinite complex there exists Z E %‘r, such that Y = =T,(Z, A). 
+m(X, Y) = +m(X, &(Z, A)) = @m(X, _T,(@m(Z, A))) 
= &(@m(X, Hom(Z, A))) = =T,(@m(X 0 Z A)) 
= &,(X @ Z, A). 0 
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